As deep learning (DL) is being rapidly pushed to edge computing, researchers invented various ways to make inference computation more efficient on mobile/IoT devices, such as network pruning, parameter compression, and etc. Quantization, as one of the key approaches, can effectively offload GPU, and make it possible to deploy DL on fixed-point pipeline. Unfortunately, not all existing networks design are friendly to quantization. For example, the popular lightweight MobileNetV1 [1], while it successfully reduces parameter size and computation latency with separable convolution, our experiment shows its quantized models have large accuracy gap against its float point models. To resolve this, we analyzed the root cause of quantization loss and proposed a quantization-friendly separable convolution architecture. By evaluating the image classification task on ImageNet2012 dataset, our modified MobileNetV1 model can archive 8-bit inference top-1 accuracy in 68.03%, almost closed the gap to the float pipeline.
Introduction
Quantization is crucial for DL inference on mobile/IoT platforms, which have very limited budget for power and memory consumption. Such platforms often rely on fixed-point computational hardware blocks, such as Digital Signal Processor (DSP), to achieve higher power efficiency over float point processor, such as GPU. On existing DL models, such as VGGNet [2] , GoogleNet [3] , ResNet [4] and etc., although quantization may not impact inference accuracy for their over-parameterized design, it would be difficult to deploy those models on mobile platforms due to large computation latency. Many lightweight networks, however, can trade off accuracy with efficiency by replacing conventional convolution with depthwise separable convolution, as shown in the Figure 1(a) Figure 1 . Our proposed quantization-friendly separable convolution core layer design vs. separable convolution in Mo-bileNets and standard convolution footprint, thus are getting increasingly popular in mobile platforms. The downside is that the separable convolution core layer in MobileNetV1 causes large quantization loss, and thus resulting in significant feature representation degradation in the 8-bit inference pipeline. To demonstrate the quantization issue, we selected Tensor-Flow implementation of MobileNetV1 [6] and InceptionV3 [7] , and compared their accuracy on float pipeline against 8-bit quantized pipeline. The results are summarized in Ta-ble1. The top-1 accuracy of InceptionV3 drops slightly after applying the 8-bit quantization, while the accuracy loss is significant for MobileNetV1. There are a few ways that can potentially address the issue. The most straight forward approach is quantization with more bits. For example, increasing from 8-bit to 16-bit could boost the accuracy [14] , but this is largely limited by the capability of target platforms. Alternatively, we could re-train the network to generate a dedicated quantized model for fixed-point inference. Google proposed a quantized training framework [5] co-designed with the quantized inference to minimize the loss of accuracy from quantization on inference models. The framework simulates quantization effects in the forward pass of training, whereas back-propagation still enforces float pipeline. This re-training framework can reduce the quantization loss dedicatedly for fixed-point pipeline at the cost of extra training, also the system needs to maintain multiple models for different platforms.
In this paper, we focus on a new architecture design for the separable convolution layer to build lightweight quantizationfriendly networks. The proposed new architecture requires only single training in the float pipeline, and the trained model can then be deployed to different platforms with float or fixed-point inference pipelines with minimum accuracy loss. To achieve this, we look deep into the root causes of accuracy degradation of MobileNetV1 in the 8-bit inference pipeline. And based on the findings, we proposed a re-architeched quantization-friendly MobileNetV1 that maintains a competitive accuracy with float pipeline, but a much higher inference accuracy with a quantized 8-bit pipeline. Our main contributions are:
1. We identified batch normalization and ReLU6 are the major root causes of quantization loss for MobileNetV1. 2. We proposed a quantization-friendly separable convolution, and empirically proved its effectiveness based on MobileNetV1 in both the float pipeline and the fixed-point pipeline.
Quantization Scheme and Loss Analysis
In this section, we will explore the TensorFlow (TF) [8] 8-bit quantized MobileNetV1 model, and find the root cause of the accuracy loss in the fixed-point pipeline. Figure 2 shows a typical 8-bit quantized pipeline. A TF 8-bit quantized model is directly generated from a pre-trained float model, where all weights are firstly quantized offline. During the inference, any float input will be quantized to an 8-bit unsigned value before passing to a fixed-point runtime operation, such as QuantizedConv2d, QuantizedAdd, and QuantizedMul, etc. These operations will produce a 32-bit accumulated result, which will be converted down to an 8-bit output through an activation re-quantization step. Noted that this output will be the input to the next operation.
TensorFlow 8-bit Quantization Scheme
TensorFlow 8-bit quantization uses a uniform quantizer, in which all quantization steps are of equal size. Let x f loat represent for the float value of signal x, the TF 8-bit quantized value, denoted as x quant 8 can be calculated as: Figure 2 . A fixed-point quantized pipeline
where ∆ x represents for the quantization step size; b is the bit-width, i.e., b = 8, and δ x is the offset value such that float value 0 is exactly represented. x min and x max are the min and max values of x in the float domain, and [·] represents for the nearest rounding operation. In the TensorFlow implementation, it is defined as
where sgn(x) is the sign of the signal x, and ⌊·⌋ represents for the floor operation. Based on the definitions above, the accumulated result of a convolution operation is computed by:
4) Finally, given known min and max values of the output, by combining equation (1) and (4), the re-quantized output can be calculated by multiplying the accumulated result with ∆ x ∆ w ∆ out put , and then subtracting the output offset δ ouput .
Metric for Quantization Loss
As depicted in Figure 2 , there are five types of loss in the fixed-point quantized pipeline, e.g., input quantization loss, weight quantization loss, runtime saturation loss, activation re-quantization loss, and possible clipping loss for certain non-linear operations, such as ReLU6. To better understand the loss contribution that comes from each type, we use Signal-to-Quantization-Noise Ratio (SQNR), defined as the power of the unquantized signal x devided by the power of the quantization error n as a metric to evaluate the quantization accuracy at each layer output.
Since the average magnitude of the input signal x is much larger than the quantization step size ∆ x , it is reasonable to assume that the quantization error is zero mean with uniform distribution and the probability density function (PDF) integrates to 1 [10] . Therefore, for an 8-bit linear quantizer, the noise power can be calculated by
Substituting equation (2) and (7) into equation (6), we get (8) SQNR is tightly coupled with signal distribution. From equation (8), it is obvious that SQNR is determined by two terms: the power of the signal x, and the quantization range. Therefore, increasing the signal power or decreasing the quantization range can help to increase the output SQNR.
Quantization Loss Analysis on MobileNetV1

BatchNorm in Depthwise Convolution Layer
As shown in Figure 1 (b), a typical MobileNetV1 core layer consists of a depthwise convolution and a pointwise convolution, each of which followed by a Batch Normalization [9] and a non-linear activation function, respectively. In the TensorFlow implementation, ReLU6 [11] is used as the non-linear activation function. Consider a layer input x = (x (1) , ..., x (d ) ), with d-channels and m elements in each channel within a mini-batch, the Batch Normalization Transform in depthwise convolution layer is applied on each channel independently, and can be expressed by,
wherex i (k ) represents for the normalized value of x (k ) i on channel k. µ (k ) and σ (k ) are mean and variance over the minibatch. γ (k ) and β (k) are scale and shift. Noted that ϵ is a given small constant value. In the TensorFlow implementation, ϵ = 0.0010000000475.
The Batch Normalization Transform can be further folded in the fixed-point pipeline. Let
equation (9) can be reformulated as
In the TensorFlow implementation, for each channel k, α can be combined with weights and folded into the convolution operations to further reduce the computation cost. Depthwise convolution is applied on each channel independently. However, the min and max values used for weights quantization are taken collectively from all channels. An outlier in one channel can easily cause a huge quantization loss for the whole model due to an enlarged data range. Without correlation crossing channels, depthwise convolution may prone to produce all-zero values in one channel, leading to zero variance (σ (k ) = 0) for that specific channel. This is commonly observed in MobileNetV1 models. Refer to equation (10), zero variance of channel k would produce a very large value of α (k ) due to the small constant value of ϵ. Figure 3 shows observed α values across 32 channels extracted from the first depthwise convolution layer in Mo-bileNetV1 float model. It is noticed that the 6 outliers of α caused by the zero-variance issue largely increase the quantization range. As a result, the quantization bits are wasted on preserving those large values since they all correspond to all-zero-value channels, while those small α values corresponding to informative channels are not well preserved after quantization, which badly hurts the representation power of the model. From our experiments, without retraining, proper handling the zero-variance issue by changing the variance of a channel with all-zero values to the mean value of variances of the rest of channels in that layer, the top-1 accuracy of the quantized MobileNetV1 on ImageNet2012 validation dataset can be dramatically improved from 1.80% to 45.73% on TF8 inference pipeline.
A standard convolution both filters and combines inputs into a new set of outputs in one step. In MobileNetV1, the depthwise separable convolution splits this into two layers, a depthwise separable layer for filtering and a pointwise separable layer for combining [1] , thus drastically reducing computation and model size while preserving feature representations. Based on this principle, we can remove the non-linear operations, i.e., Batch Normalization and ReLU6, between the two layers, and let the network learn proper weights to handle the Batch Normalization Transform directly. This procedure preserves all the feature representations, while making the model quantization-friendly. To further understand per-layer output accuracy of the network, conv2d dw1 pw1 dw2 pw2 dw3 pw3 dw4 pw4 dw5 pw5 dw6 pw6 dw7 pw7 dw8 pw8 dw9 pw9 dw10 pw10 dw11 pw11 dw12 pw12 dw13 Figure 4 compares an averaged per-layer output SQNR of the original MobileNetV1 with α folded into convolution weights (black curve) with the one that simply removes Batch Normalization and ReLU6 in all depthwise convolution layers (blue curve). We still keep the Batch Normalization and ReLU6 in all pointwise convolution layers. 1000 images are randomly selected from ImageNet2012 validation dataset (one in each class). From our experiment, introducing Batch Normalization and ReLU6 between the depthwise convolution and pointwise convolution largely in fact degrades the per-layer output SQNR.
ReLU6 or ReLU
In this section, we still use SQNR as a metric to measure the effect of choosing different activation functions in all pointwise convolution layers. Noted that for a linear quantizer, SQNR is higher when signal distribution is more uniform, and is lower when otherwise. Figure 4 shows an averaged per-layer output SQNR of MobileNetV1 by using ReLU and ReLU6 as different activation functions at all pointwise convolution layers. A huge SQNR drop is observed in the first pointwise convolution layer while using ReLU6. Based on equation (8) , although ReLU6 helps to reduce the quantization range, the signal power also gets reduced by the clipping operation. Ideally, this should produce similar SQNR with that of ReLU. However, clipping the signal x at early layers may have a side effect of distorting the signal distribution to make it less quantization friendly, as a result of compensating the clipping loss during training. As we observed, this leads to a large SQNR drop from one layer to the other. Experimental result on the improved accuracy by replacing ReLU6 with ReLU will be shown in Section 4.
L2 Regularization on Weights
Since SQNR is tightly coupled with signal distribution, we further enable the L2 regularization on weights in all depthwise convolution layers during the training. The L2 regularization penalizes weights with large magnitudes. Large weights could potentially increase the quantization range, and make the weight distribution less uniform, leading to a large quantization loss. By enforcing a better weights distribution, a quantized model with an increased top-1 accuracy can be expected.
Quantization-Friendly Separable Convolution for MobileNets
Based on the quantization loss analysis in the previous section, we propose a quantization-friendly separable convolution framework for MobileNets. The goal is to solve the large quantization loss problem so that the quantized model can achieve similar accuracy to the float model while no re-training is required for the fixed-point pipeline.
3.1 Architecture of the Quantization-friendly Separable Convolution Figure 1 (b) shows the separable convolution core layer in the current MobileNetV1 architecture, in which a Batch Normalization and a non-linear activation operation are introduced between the depthwise convolution and the pointwise convolution. From our analysis, due to the nature of depthwise convolution, this architecture would lead to a problematic quantization model. Therefore, in Figure 1 (c), three major changes are made to make the separable convolution core layer quantization-friendly.
1. Batch Normalization and ReLU6 are removed from all depthwise convolution layers. We believe that a separable convolution shall consist of a depthwise convolution followed by a pointwise convolution directly without any non-linear operation between the two. This procedure not only well preserves feature representations, but is also quantization-friendly. 2. All ReLU6 are replaced with ReLU in the rest layers.
In the TensorFlow implementation of MobileNetV1, ReLU6 is used as the non-linear activation function. However, we think 6 is a very arbitrary number. Although [11] indicates that ReLU6 can encourage a model learn sparse feature earlier, clipping the signal at early layers may lead to a quantization-unfriendly signal distribution, and thus largely decreases the SQNR of the layer output. 3. The L2 Regularization on the weights in all depthwise convolution layers are enabled during the training.
A Quantization-Friendly MobileNetV1 Model
The layer structure of the proposed quantization-friendly MobileNetV1 model is shown in Table2, which follows the overall layer structure defined in [1] . The separable convolution core layer has been replaced with the quantizationfriendly version as described in the previous section. This model still inherits the efficiency in terms of the computational cost and model size, while achieves high precision for fixed-point processor. 
Experimental Results
We train the proposed quantization-friendly MobileNetV1 float models using the TensorFlow training framework. We follow the same training hyperparameters as MobileNetV1 except that we use one Nvidia GeForce GTX TITAN X card and a batch size of 128 is used during the training. Ima-geNet2012 dataset is used for training and validation. Note that the training is only required for float models. The experimental results on taking each change into the original MobileNetV1 model in both the float pipeline and the 8-bit quantized pipeline are shown in Figure 5 . In the float pipeline, our trained float model achieves similar top-1 accuracy as the original MobileNetV1 TF model. In the 8-bit pipeline, by removing the Batch Normalization and ReLU6 in all depthwise convolution layers, the top-1 accuracy of the quantized model can be dramatically improved from 1.80% to 61.50%. In addition, by simply replacing ReLU6 with ReLU, the top-1 accuracy of 8-bit quantized inference can be further improved to 67.80%. Furthermore, by enabling the L2 regularization on weights in all depthwise convolution layers during the training, the overall accuracy of the 8-bit pipeline can be improved by another 0.23%. From our experiments, the proposed quantization-friendly MobileNetV1 model achieves an accuracy of 68.03% in the 8-bit quantized pipeline, while maintaining an accuracy of 70.77% in the float pipeline for the same model.
Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed an effective quantization-friendly separable convolution architecture, and integrated it into MobileNets for image classification. Without reducing the accuracy in the float pipeline, our proposed architecture shows a significant accuracy boost in the 8-bit quantized pipeline. To generalize this architecture, we will keep applying it on more networks based on separable convolution, e.g., MobileNetV2 Figure 5 . Top-1 accuracy with different core layer designs on ImageNet2012 validation dataset [12] , ShuffleNet [13] and verify their fixed-point inference accuracy. Also, we will apply proposed architecture to object detection and instance segmentation applications. And we will measure the power and latency with the proposed quantization friendly MobileNets on device.
